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SCOTTISH STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2000 No. 32

Scrabster (Inner Harbour Development)
Harbour Revision Order 2000

PART II
WORKS

Power to carry out works

3.—(1)  Subject to the provisions of this Order, the Trust may, in the situations and lines and within
the limits of deviation and according to the levels shown on the deposited plans and sections, carry
out and maintain the following improvement works in the parish of Thurso, County of Caithness,
Highland, and on the foreshore and the bed of the sea adjacent thereto together with all necessary
and proper works and conveniences connected therewith and incidental thereto:–

(Work No.1)  A quay of open construction with a concrete deck commencing at a point 3 metres
east and 11 metres north of the north-east corner of the building marked “RNMDSF” on the plan at a
point ND 31000 97031 and extending 219 metres east-north-east to terminate at the west face of the
existing Ice Plant Quay at a point ND 31020 97039, with a berthing face on the south side thereof.

(Work No.2)  A quay of solid construction commencing at a point 9 metres east and 5.5 metres
north of the north-east corner of the building marked “RNMDSF” on the plan at a point ND 31000
97031 and extending 18 metres south-south-east and thereafter turning and extending 103 metres
south-east to terminate at a point ND 97020 31005 with a berthing face and with a reclamation of
the seabed by infilling, levelling and surfacing.

(Work No.3)  Dredging of an area of seabed commencing at a point 5 metres north and 31 metres
east of the south-east corner of the building marked “RNMDSF” on the plan at a point ND 31004
97027 and extending 187 metres or thereabouts east-north-east to terminate at a point ND 31021
97034.

(Work No.4)  Dredging of an area of seabed commencing at a point 49 metres south and 8 metres
west of the south-west corner of the Ice House marked on the plan at a point ND 31022 97026
and extending 276 metres or thereabouts south-east and thence turning and extending 69 metres or
thereabouts east-south-east and thence turning and extending 63 metres or thereabouts east-north-
east to terminate at a point ND 31055 97008.

(Work No.5)  A finger pier and breakwater of solid construction commencing at a point 78 metres
east and 108 metres south of the south-east corner of the Fishmarket Building marked on the plan at
a point ND 31021 97003 and extending 60 metres or thereabouts north-east and thence turning and
extending 76 metres or thereabouts north and thence turning and extending 12 metres or thereabouts
north-west to terminate at a point ND 31025 97014 with a berthing face on the north-west and west
sides thereof and with a reclamation of the seabed by infilling, levelling and surfacing.

(Work No.6)  A reclamation of the seabed commencing at a point 172 metres south and 67 metres
east of the south-west corner of the Pentland Firth Yacht Club Clubhouse marked on the plan at a
point ND 30999 96984 and extending 175 metres or thereabouts north to terminate at a point ND
30999 97001 by infilling, levelling and surfacing and all necessary spending slopes.
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(2)  The Trust may, within the limits of deviation, maintain, renew, reconstruct and alter
temporarily or permanently the works.
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